Fuel pump 2001 oldsmobile alero
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procedure. I have a similiar problem cranks no start funny thing is I drove to work my running
lights would stay on and light knob was off is that a sign like error code bc no reads on
computer check and my question when you check fuel pressure and you push the pins in
remember car no start or dont run will gas still come out of the vaulve bc I pressed it in and
nothing came out I checked relay got a new switch and a new icp sensor got it to fire 2twice
with sensor off but when it ran by itself in park and if I hit break in and try to get out of park
engine cuts of and dies had bad snowstorm day after this happened. If fuel pumps hums in the
on position does this means the pump is ok or not. Car ran great Till it ran out of gas sitting in
the driveway. I put gas in it , just cranks. I can hear the pump hum shortly like it's suposed to
but I have 0 pressure at the rail. I replaced the fil I pulled up to a gas station filled up my car now
the fuel pump won't engage. I've changed fuel pump fuel pressure regulator. Car still won't start
without starting fluid. Can anyone tell me why this fuel pump is doing the same thing it was
doing before I changed it. It works when it wants to. I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Fuel
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transaction. Get Started. Search Oldsmobile Alero Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Used Cars For Sale. Nine problems related to fuel pump have been
reported for the Oldsmobile Alero. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please
also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Oldsmobile Alero based on all
problems reported for the Alero. I have a old Alero 6 months ago my vehicle would not start I
had it towed to a gm dealer which told me I needed a fuel pump so I had it fixed well a few

weeks later car would start one day then nothing the next now it wont start at all it died while I
was driving with my 4 children we were stuck for an hour in the cold I had it towed to my
mechanic he says it the security system well it will cost almost dollars to fix so it will sit there
until gm decides to do a recall I am not the first to complain and I know I wont be the last there
should be something done as this is a safety issue. Car turns over but will not start. It has left
me stranded 3 times so far. I have spend over a thousand dollars on parts alone, and now it is in
the shop for I new fuel pump. It would really help to have a recall to save people their hard earn
money on a problem that should have been fixed before the car was sold. I have been late to
work many times, had to catch buses, and walk many miles because of this car. So please can
you have a recall issued so me and countless other can have the good running car we all pay
for in the first place. Thank you jarvis joyner. No events led to the failure. The fuel pump failed
for no reason whatsoever. The car would crank, but it would not start. The fuel pump was
replaced by an independent mechanic because the car was no longer under warranty. The
security light illuminated intermittently. The vehicle was towed to the dealership and the fuel
pump was replaced. The problem reoccurred three weeks later and the vehicle was towed to the
dealership who determined the ignition switch needed to be replaced. The problem reoccurred
three weeks later and the dealership replaced the ignition switch. Coupe I have been on several
sites and am finding many Alero owners having the same problems that I have encountered
over the last couple of years. It is my belief that olds knew they weren't making this car
anymore, and sent a sub-par product out into the market "hoping" to get away with as few
recalls as possible. I have numerous complaints filed with olds and general motors. Give me
one reason I should go through another nightmare like this one. Recalls have never been issued
on any of these complaints because it would probably cost millions of dollars for them to fix the
problems. I constantly wait to see if any class action suits involving these vehicles occurs as I
will be one of the first to jump in. What's the saying. There's a defined problem with these
vehicles and gm should be taking responsibility for them. While driving at 65 mph in 5 pm
traffic, the car engine shut off and coasted from the left lane to the emergency lane. It was then
towed to an Oldsmobile dealership; who said that the fuel pump was the problem for a second
time. This car has had many problems. Sometime the car will not crank at all. It also has a leak
in the passenger side floor when it rains. The consumer heard about the Volvo problems and
the same thing is happening to this vehicle. The engine had only shut off one time. This
happened around July 11, No injuries fires no crash reported. The fuel pump had been replaced
3 times. The fuel pump had an internal short. The vehicle would have to be placed in neutral,
would start then die. The ignition switch was replaced. The fuel gauge would fall to empty, and
the fuel light would come on. The vehicle would crank but not start. The vehicle stalled while
driving. The dealership's mechanic indicated that the fuel pump failed. The problem has not
been resolve. First time it happened was in July when it turned 60, miles. Had to have car towed
and repair shop said it was a fuel filter. This time it refused to start and had to get a rental car to
get home to child. Car had to be towed to dealer and they think it is fuel pump but can't find
anything wrong with it. They are trying to find a wire that may be broken. Cost to me is all out of
pocket because it was a used car. Mileage is now at 74, My car refused to start or died while on
the fwy on more than one occasion. Everything worked lights, radio , but the engine wouldn't
"turn over. Towed to dealer. Gm service could never figure out the problem- mulitple electrical
problems- put through diagnostic tests-computer module replaced and deterrent module needs
replacing- car "thinks" its being stolen, so it cuts off the fuel pump. Dealer always unable to
figure out how to permanently fix the defect. Cost between extended warranty and my pocket
13k plus. Finally fed up with gm-the dealer-inability to fix the problems x 1. Will never by a gm
product!. Car Problems. Fuel Pump problem 1. Fuel Pump problem 2. Fuel Pump problem 3.
Fuel Pump problem 4. Fuel Pump problem 5. Fuel Pump problem 6. Fuel Pump problem 7. Fuel
Pump problem 8. Fuel Pump problem 9. Fuel Pump problems 9. Gasoline Fuel System
problems. Tank Assembly problems. Tank Filler Pipe And Cap problems. Fuel Injector
problems. Tank Mounting problems. Fuel Injection problems. Problem with my Oldsmobile
Alero. Did a main up to date tune up at 65k. Replaced fuel pump and filter. My customer states
car cranks but does not start. Another shop had car while this was happining. They had a fuel
pump and filter put on customer states car started for two weeks. Then same problem car was
towed to me and starts every time no c. No codes in history or t. I've found this is a common
prob with this year make and model but have not found a fix any ideas? Or rec test to run?
Answer: Well,of course you need to verify that no fuel pressure is the problem. No dash lights,
so does not sound like a security issue. A few things i have had over the years Faulty fuel pump
relay in underhood fuse block, or a problem inside the fuse block itself. Swapping relay when
acting up, or tapping on block when acting up will usually cause it to start. The fuel pump feed
goes through the left dash fuse block also. No relays or fuses, it just goes in then comes out on

the way to the pump. Have had a few problems inside that fuse block as well. Pull a few fuses to
look for any sign of water on the terminal, or rust around the block. A corroded circuit inside the
dash fuse block can cause low voltage to the pump. Also bad ignition switches causing low
voltage to several of the cars systems. Sylvain dor said: I have an Oldsmobile Alero Never had
problems with it. One night I went out to turn the car around for my wife and it took me 3 tries to
start the car, which I found really odd cause the car always started on the first try. The next next
morning the car wouldn't start at all. I have good fuel pressure, good fire and still no go. I have
change the computer behind the glove box, the ignition switch and the coil plate on top of the
spark plugs and reseted all the computers. I have put a computer on the car and I got no error
code but the computer give me a yellow warning that it can not run the entire diagnostic. Would
you have any idea to help me? Tom said: Reply Sylvain dor , Not running a diagnostic is not a
problem. That is just an emissions test. If you have spark and good fuel pressure, then you
must have lost injector pulse. You need to test for that. Was the computer programmed?
Browse our forums, ask a question, register or be a guest. More Questions For No Login
Required. Q and A Main. How Things Work. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of
the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? Car turns over but will not start. It has left
me stranded 3 times so far. I have spend over a thousand dollars on parts alone, and now it is in
the shop for I new fuel pump. It would really help to have a recall to save people their hard earn
money on a problem that should have been fixed before the car was sold. I have been late to
work many times, had to catch buses, and walk many miles because of this car. So please can
you have a recall issued so me and countless other can have the good running car we all pay
for in the first place. Thank you jarvis joyner. Add Complaint. No events led to the failure. The
fuel pump failed for no reason whatsoever. The car would crank, but it would not start. The fuel
pump was replaced by an independent mechanic because the car was no longer under
warranty. The security light illuminated intermittently. The vehicle was towed to the dealership
and the fuel pump was replaced. The problem reoccurred three weeks later and the vehicle was
towed to the dealership who determined the ignition switch needed to be replaced. The problem
reoccurred three weeks later and the dealership replaced the ignition switch. Coupe I have been
on several sites and am finding many Alero owners having the same problems that I have
encountered over the last couple of years. It is my belief that olds knew they weren't making
this car anymore, and sent a sub-par product out into the market "hoping" to get away with as
few recalls as possible. I have numerous complaints filed with olds and General Motors. Give
me one reason I should go through another nightmare like this one. Recalls have never been
issued on any of these complaints because it would probably cost millions of dollars for them
to fix the problems. I constantly wait to see if any class action suits involving these vehicles
occurs as I will be one of the first to jump in. What's the saying While driving at 65 mph in 5 pm
traffic, the car engine shut off and coasted from the left lane to the emergency lane. It was then
towed to an Oldsmobile dealership; who said that the fuel pump was the problem for a second
time. This car has had many problems. Sometime the car will not crank at all. It also has a leak
in the passenger side floor when it rains. The consumer heard about the Volvo problems and
the same thing is happening to this vehicle. The engine had only shut off one time. This
happened around July 11, No injuries fires no crash reported. The fuel pump had been replaced
3 times. The fuel pump had an internal short. The vehicle would have to be placed in neutral,
would start then die. The ignition switch was replaced. The fuel gauge would fall to empty, and
the fuel light would come on. The vehicle would crank but not start. The vehicle stalled while
driving. The dealership's mechanic indicated that the fuel pump failed. The problem has not
been resolve. First time it happened was in July when it turned 60
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, miles. Had to have car towed and repair shop said it was a fuel filter. This time it refused to
start and had to get a rental car to get home to child. Car had to be towed to dealer and they
think it is fuel pump but can't find anything wrong with it. They are trying to find a wire that may
be broken. Cost to me is all out of pocket because it was a used car. Mileage is now at 74, My
car refused to start or died while on the fwy on more than one occasion. Everything worked
lights, radio , but the engine wouldn't "turn over. Towed to dealer. GM service could never figure
out the problem- mulitple electrical problems- put through diagnostic tests-computer module
replaced and deterrent module needs replacing- car "thinks" its being stolen, so it cuts off the
fuel pump. Dealer always unable to figure out how to permanently fix the defect. Cost between
extended warranty and my pocket 13K plus. Finally fed up with GM-the dealer-inability to fix the
problems X 1. Will never by a GM product!

